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A lot of important things happened on the first weekend of Coachella: Everyone wore a fringe, Gigi Hadid forgot her pants, and we discovered a brand new man bun. It wasn't just any man's bun. It was a man bun hanging out with Kendall Jenner. Any guesses? INDIO, CA - APRIL 11: EXCLUSIVE COVERAGE - Singer Justin Bieber (L) and model Kendall
Jenner in the audience during day 2 of the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival (Weekend 1) at Empire Polo Club on April 11, 2015 in Indio, California. (Photo by Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic) FilmMagic It can be almost as (not)surprising as Hillary Clinton's campaign ad: It's Bieber! A little more weird: I'm actually kind of into it. Listen to me. Jared Leto left a big
void in the world of male buns (and braids, and beautiful waves of ombre) when he chopped off his hair about a month ago. So, if Bieber wants to experiment with longer locks and surprisingly trendy styles at half-time - I'll take that. But Bieber, be careful that no matter what you try, it will never be as good as a dog bun. (Will something ever be as good as a
dog bun? I think not.) For more information on celebrities, check out:• Julianne Hugh's Allure Cover Shoot • Veep's Anna Chlumsky shares her number one SkinCare Tip • How to take off purple lipstick like Tracee Ellis Ross Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Want better BuzzFeed animals in your inbox? Subscribe to the
newsletter today! Hayley Bieber opens up about her and husband Justin Bieber's home life. Up front, figuring out that one thing the 23-year-old says she and her pop star husband won't do before they go to bed. They met at one of Justin Bieber's performances of Haley - who went by Hailey Baldwin at the time - met her future husband when she attended
one of the pop star's musical performances in 2009. She was only 12 when she met 15-year-old Justin. Her father, Stephen Baldwin, took her to see the singer perform during the Today episode when he was a new pop phenomenon in the music industry. They re-joined and began dating B 2014, thanks to their mutual friends in the Kardashian-Jenner family,
Hailey and Justin crossed paths again. At the time, Justin was in a relationship with singer Selena Gomez again. From 2014 to 2015, they were spotted attending church together, celebrating New Year's Eve, and getting matching tattoos. In 2016, they took their romantic relationship in public when they were spotted kissing at Leonardo DiCaprio's New
Year's Eve party, Insider reported. In a joint interview with Vogue in February 2019, Hayley said they and Justin were falling out - reportedly sometime between February and August 2016 - which she called more than a romance that just overshadowed. She called it ex-communication, saying: There was a period when I walked into the room, he walked out.
They reconciled in June 2018 after seeing each other at a church event in June 2018, they moved past the drama as Hayley told Vogue about her and Justin's reconciliation. A month later, while on holiday in the Bahamas, they were enlisted to marry. Soon after, they were spotted in a New York courthouse obtaining a marriage license. However, they
haven't had a wedding for another year because of Justin's ongoing health problems due to Lyme disease. Justin Bieber and Hayley Bieber Attend Justin Bieber/Seasons Premiere on January 27, 2020 | Jean Baptiste Lacroie/FilmMagic When we first married, we just figured out our life together. I felt like putting a wedding in the middle of it all would be really
hesitates and stressful,' Hayley told the cover story for her release in March 2020. In the midst of adjusting to the life of a married couple - on his Instagram Stories, Justin posted a self-help marriage book among his most essentials - and became fascinated by Justin Lyme's diagnosis of the disease, the pop star released his first new song, Goodies, a track
inspired by Hayley in four years. He is also releasing an album in 2020 and going on tour. Justin and Hayley Bieber won't use their phones in Celebrity's bed the same way we do. They are also trying to reduce screen time. In the same cover story for Elle magazine, Hayley revealed that they and Justin have a rule about not using their phones in bed. Instead
of scrolling on her phone, Hayley pulls up to the book. I definitely enjoy being home more than I like being away, she said. I try to read more than being on my phone in bed. We have a rule: no phones in bed if absolutely necessary . That's right, the couple take a break from their phones leading up to sleep. We may have to follow their lead and give our
devices (and ourselves) a break in the evenings. Justin Bieber and two underachavers. Photo: Jane Stone-Once/Getty Images Last month, Hayley Bieber (née Baldwin) filed a trademark on Bieber Beauty, but it appears her husband, Justin Bieber of The Biebers, could be the first Bieber to release a Bieber-branded beauty product. People report that the
singer and aspiring Instagram poet has partnered with natural beat brand Schmidt's over a new natural deodorant called Here + Now. According to People, Bieber is here + Now deodorant will be vegan, cruel and made with all the plant-based ingredients. Bieber participated in everything else, including an illustration of the label, smell and name that was
chosen as a reminder to be present in your daily life. Bieber announced a new collaboration on Instagram with a topless image of himself looking very present; eyes close, arms stretched, pits young, wild and very free. from the top comment seems to be Kingston is already a fan. Here + Now there is neither here nor now, however. Deodorant isn't set to
launch until late autumn, which gives you more than enough time to decide whether natural deodorants are deodorants for you. If you're worried that you'll never be able to quit depending on aluminum and such as disguise your bodily smells, let Bieber be your guiding beacon of light to finally take a tricky dive, or at least resist it. If Justin can make the
transition from ordinary to natural, it's a choice that's open to all,' Schmidt CEO and co-founder Michael Cammarata told People. Truthful and more logically grounded words have never been spoken. The choice is open to everyone, including you, now more than ever before due to today's announcement. Give yourself a sniff and ask yourself, WWJ (B)D?
And if you're a Biebz fan, the deodorant debate will be damned, just consider jumping on this natural Biebz-related quest to inflate this disastrous one. Teamwork forces the dream job. Justin Bieber makes deodorant Is it too late now to say an apology? To the disappointment of his loyal fanbase, Justin Bieber deleted his Instagram account. The last straw?
The onslaught of the hater comments on a photo of him and Sofia Richie. Even though the exact nature of Bieber and Richie's relationship is uncertain, fans speculated and balked until Beiber finally responded by writing: I'm going to make my Instagram private if you guys don't stop hating. It's getting out of hand if you guys are really fans you wouldn't mean
that to people I like. Beiber is certainly not the first celebrity to experience the white-hot fury of fire on social media - and his ordeal seems tame compared to what Leslie Jones went through this spring before she left Twitter. We take a look at the celebrities who have left social media over the past few years. The advert - Continue reading below 1 Leslie Jones
In the throes of a tweet on July 19, the actress announced that she would be signing Twitter through a slew of racist and violent comments. On SNL this weekend Jones stated: Hate speech and freedom of speech, two different things. Luckily, Jones seemingly busied her supporters, and a few days later the star tweeted again, and her live Olympics tweets
ultimately secured her a place as an NBC commentator for the Rio Olympics. 2 Kanye West on October 4, 2012 will go down in history as that day Kanye West didn't tweet. A prolific 140-character stylist, he posted an ominous BE BACK SOON tweet before rejoining the next day. 3 Chrissy Teigen LipSync Battle presenter and supermodel Chrissy Teigen
received death threats after she posted a scandalous tweet in October 2014. She took a break from the medium, caught up with followers on Instagram, and forced her to on Twitter a few months later. 4 Lena Dunham Lena Dunham parted ways on Twitter Twitter death threats and other violent comments. The star still instagrams, calling the site a more
positive community. 5 Alec Baldwin The actor has had a visibly controversial relationship with Twitter — he threatens to leave and invariably returns. In his last outing in June 2013, he defended his wife Hilary Baldwin and has not tweeted since. Perhaps this time he's serious. 6 Rihanna rihanna took to Instagram in 2014 because of censorship policy,
participating in the larger Free the Nipple Movement provoked by other celebrities on Instagram. After a summer without her famous selfies, she ended up arriving again in November. 7 Sam Smith Faux Pas Oscar forced Smith to leave Twitter in early March. The singer has since tweeted once after the shootings in Orlando. 8 Pete Davidson's youngest SNL
cast member, Pete Davidson, has given up Instagram several times in the past, only to return. This summer, the comedian posted a picture of new flame Cazzie David (daughter of Larry David) with a caption announcing he would leave the platform again. 9 Megan Fox Actress is not a fan of Twitter and its all-trumped ways. She joined the platform for one
week in January 2013 before asking: What's the point? 10 Ed Sheeran After his 2015 world tour, the singer announced he would leave all social media platforms, even his phone (gasp). Sheeran's departure, however, will be temporary. This content is created and supported by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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